Green Recovery Challenge
As an initiative of Berlin Energy Transition Dialogue, the Green Recovery Challenge is an ideas competition
that aims to encourage, inspire, and discover innovative ideas to #PowerUpCooperation in energy with
the purpose of developing both policy- and technical-based solutions to aid the global green recovery in
a truly sustainable way - one that enables prosperous growth for all. The Green Recovery Challenge calls
for ideas on:

International cooperation in the energy sector that can contribute to
and be strengthened by the Global Green Recovery

“Now, more than ever is the time to closely work together and develop new initiatives.
The Green Recovery Challenge launched by the team of the Berlin Energy Transition
Dialogue is such an initiative… As Ambassador of the “Green Recovery Challenge” I
strongly encourage a wide participation by the global energy community”.
Francesco La Camera, Director-General, International Renewable Energy Agency
(IRENA)

Ideas may already be a ‘work-in-progress’ or a
newly developed idea which is to be submitted
in the form of a policy type paper; initially as a
short abstract (approx. 250 words) and then as a
complete refined paper (approx. 3,000 words).
Finalists will have their ideas reviewed and
verified by experts in the energy industry and
the winner will get the chance to present their
idea to the world at the next Berlin Energy
Transition Dialogue. The application period runs
from 9th July to 2nd November.

What’s in it for you? – Reasons to participate
Share your ideas and your vision on a global
stage to a global audience
The idea winners will have the opportunity to
present their idea at the next BETD; comprised
of high-level delegates, corporates, changeand decision makers from around the globe,
and broadcasted to an even greater
international audience.

Support and guidance from the best
Winners will receive mentoring and great
networking opportunities to help turn the
winning idea into a reality.

Exposure plus verification
Idea finalists will be chosen by an international
jury composed of diverse, high-level members
of the energy industry.

“We are supporting the Green Recovery Challenge. Why? Because we have to leverage
the momentum of building back, to build back better. And with the climate crisis being a
global crisis, we can only solve this with global cooperation and global action. It is
through global cooperation that we can power up the energy transition”.
Iain Campbell, Senior Fellow, Rocky Mountain Institute

Ideas should:







Be primarily based on international cooperation in energy
Can be a work-in-progress or a newly developed idea
Identify an issue and provide a solution
Identify the required involved parties (countries, institutions,
companies, communities, etc.)
Identify the relevant energy sectors, markets, technologies,
economics, etc.
Be presented in the form of a policy-type paper with
approximately 3,000 words

Eligibility Requirements (Who?)






The Green Recovery Challenge is suited for young professionals
who have studied, work in, or otherwise have a passion for the
energy industry and global cooperation.
Participants may be part of a company, institution or other
organisation.
Participants may apply and participate as an individual or a team.
Maximum 35 years old (average)

Application Process Overview






Applicants are invited to submit their ideas on international
cooperation in the field of energy in the form of a 250-word abstract
by November 2nd 2020.
The top ideas will be selected (in the one-week Preliminary Evaluation
Period following the Application Period) and applicants are then
required to submit a full policy-type paper of approximately 3,000
words by late November 2020 (within the Working Phase).
The complete paper applications will then evaluated by the high-level
jury (in the Finalist Evaluation Period) and two finalists and one winner
will be chosen in early December 2020.

Green Recovery Challenge Timeline
09.07

Challenge Launch

09.07-01.11

Application Period (16 weeks)
Participants are invited to submit a short abstract explaining their idea, including the context,
issue, actors, alternatives, and proposed solution.

02.11

Application Deadline

03.11-08.11

Preliminary Evaluation Period (1 week)
The top ideas/applicants are selected to advance to the working phase.

09.11

Semi-Finalists Announced
Applicants will be contacted via email and invited to submit a full policy-type paper on their idea.

09.11-29.11

Working Phase (3 weeks)
Semi-finalists have an additional 3 weeks to submit their full paper (approx. 3,000 words).

29.11

Paper Submission Deadline

30.11-06.12

Finalist Evaluation Period (1 week)
Semi-finalist submissions are evaluated by the high-level jury and the top three finalists chosen.

07.12

Winner and Finalists Announced

2021

BETD 2021

Green Recovery Challenge Supporters
Ambassadors



Francesco La Camera, Director-General, International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA)
Iain Campbell, Senior Fellow, Rocky Mountain Institute

Jury Members




Javiera Aldunate, Head of the International Bureau of the Chilean Ministry of Energy
Vaitea Cowen, Co-Founder, Enapter
Julia Padberg, Principal, SET Ventures

Contact Information
Mathias Boeswetter
Head of Digital, Bundesverband Solarwirtschaft (BSW) - German Solar Industry Association
boeswetter@bsw-solar.de
Antonia Munz
Expert, Renewable Energies, Deutsche Energie-Agentur GmbH (dena) - German Energy Agency
munz@dena.de

Apply by November 2nd 2020 at https://virtual.energydialogue.berlin/betd-challenge/

